AVVISO DI SEMINARIO per il Corso di Dottorato in Ingegneria Elettronica ed Informatica

Nell’ ambito delle attività di ricerca previste dalla Rete di Eccellenza “Collective Knowledge”, e della relativa collaborazione tra il Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale e dell’ Informazione ed il Department of Computing and Information Systems dell’ University of Melbourne.

Nei giorni 16, 17 e 18 Luglio 2013, alle ore 10:30 presso l’ Aula Magna (sita in Aversa, via Roma n. 29)

il Prof. Rajkumar Buyya, University of Melbourne, Australia
Director, Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) Lab
terrà una serie di Seminari su:

**Market-Oriented Cloud Computing and the Aneka Platform; Green Cloud Computing; InterCloud**

Computing is being transformed to a model consisting of services that are commoditised and delivered in a manner similar to utilities such as water, electricity, gas, and telephony. In such a model, users access services based on their requirements without regard to where the services are hosted. Several computing paradigms have promised to deliver this utility computing vision. Cloud computing is the most recent emerging paradigm promising to turn the vision of “computing utilities” into a reality. Cloud computing has emerged as one of the buzzwords in the IT industry. Several IT vendors are promising to offer storage, computation and application hosting services, and provide coverage in several continents, offering Service-Level Agreements (SLA) backed performance and uptime promises for their services. It delivers infrastructure, platform, and software (application) as services, which are made available as subscription-based services in a pay-as-you-go model to consumers. The price that Cloud Service Providers charge can vary with time and the quality of service (QoS) expectations of consumers. This series of seminars will cover (a) 21st century vision of computing and identifies various IT paradigms promising to deliver the vision of computing utilities; (b) the architecture for creating market-oriented Clouds by leveraging technologies such as VMs; (c) market-based resource management strategies that encompass both customer-driven service management and computational risk management to sustain SLA-oriented resource allocation; (d) Aneka, a software system for rapid development of Cloud applications and their deployment on private/public Clouds with resource provisioning driven by SLAs and user QoS requirements, (e) experimental results on deploying Cloud applications in engineering, gaming, and health care domains (integrating sensors networks, mobile devices), ISRO satellite image processing on elastic Clouds, and (f) need for convergence of competing IT paradigms for delivering our 21st century vision along with pathways for future research.

Si pregano gli interessati a comunicare la partecipazione a: beniamino.dimartino@unina.it

Prof. Beniamino Di Martino
Responsabile Scientifico della Rete “Collective Knowledge” per l’ Ateneo